ACCESS CONTROL OPTIONS FOR A SAFE RETURN TO WORK

Kastle Systems has added a vaccination status element to our access control system to provide yet another innovative tool to help businesses like yours return employees to the office with confidence. We know how important it is to all of us to return our employees to a productive in person environment and hope these capabilities can support you in those efforts.

This addition is the latest feature included in KastleSafeSpaces®, our access solution that integrates health screening protocols into the core access control system to limit the possibility of infected individuals entering your workplace. The base technology includes access control readers and mobile credentialing that can administer a range of additional screening options for employees.

THE OPTIONS INCLUDE:

- **Daily Health Attestation**
  
  Staff and visitors are presented an attestation of health survey on their cell phone each day before they enter the office -- if they fail to successfully complete the attestation, their access is not enabled. [Learn More](#)

- **Covid Testing Results**
  
  Office administrators can register Covid test results or link directly to 3rd party labs to trigger daily access rights to be denied or enabled based on status. [Learn More](#)

- **Covid Vaccination Status**
  
  Vaccination records can be used by office administrators to grant ongoing office access privileges to individuals with confirmed vaccinations and eliminate the requirement for any further health screening.

These options may be helpful to your return-to-work planning. You have the option to implement any that align with your workplace policies in order to maintain the security and the wellness of your office.
With President Joe Biden’s recent announcement that all Americans will be eligible for a vaccine by April 19, businesses are accelerating plans for reopening to bring teams back to more productive work. Kastle Systems offers a flexible platform that can support multiple ways to incorporate vaccine and testing information into access control decisions based on your return-to-work approach.

FOUR WAYS FOR CLIENTS TO INTEGRATE VACCINE AND TESTING STATUS

1. Self-attestation questions administered to each employee or visitor through the Kastle mobile app (KastlePresence)

2. HR Verification - through myKastle, the administrative portal for Kastle services

3. HR verification - integration from HR system of record to Kastle

4. Integration with select 3rd party health pass platform allowing employees to verify vaccination and testing status and share documentation in a private, secure manner

Learn More